10/01/2017
Congress
Senator Maria Cantwell
Washington, DC
511 Hart Senate Office Building Washington, DC 20510
Phone: (202) 224-3441
Fax: (202) 228-0514

Dear Congress :
This letter is some way of expressing the concerns that all Americans have, just not talked about. There for someone is need
to bring up some problems that the distraction caused by GOP/Trump party. The investigation must happen faster with the
result of impeachment So congress, and the American people can move on.
This will show to the rest of the world that you cannot cheat The United State of America nor its people, with the swift hand
of justices making things right. To all the corrupt politicians, cheaters never win in this world the leader of the free world
should by proxy, take the lead to bring peace, life, liberty, and the ability to find economic wealth.
I am going to ask you once you have read this letter to push the issues in the letter. I am not sure if person in congress understand for the last seventy years, America is the only thing keeping the rest of the world from blowing its self-up, so this
GOP concoction of isolationism is a diversion from taking care of business. All of this is to scare the middle-class tax payer
in to thinking that a wall is in need of spending billions to keep illegals out of the south border, there are more illegals that
are not Mexican, central, or south American.
So how is the wall supposed to work and who is it going to keep out. It makes me scratch my head in disbelieve the way
congress is thinking, there is no need to make the world feel in need of finding other ways of doing business in the future.
Health care is a big problem, I was spending one/third of my income on my health insurance, and the other two/third went
to rent. We need the AHCA with some fixes, like one payer system that every person can pay into like the other fed/state
holding. That to me does not sound bad the money would not be noted after time, premiums, deductibles, and copays are
not what should be a part of being healthy American.
You must have something in your pocket that will keep special interest out of the policy making, and covering health concerns like procedures, drugs, and preexisting.

I had to drop my part B because it did not cover the medication needed to keep me alive, plus the premiums to high,
impassable to pay the deductible, and copays. This is a point twenty-nine states have passed or singing policy that legalizes
medical cannabis, I was under the impression that a majority would pass a policy that the American public is demanding,
but as usual nobody in congress is hearing “We the People” it is hearing fortune one hundred corporations that soak up
most of America`s reserves (military) to do business in the world. Whatever is spent it should all ways be for the benefit of
“We the People” not multinational companies benefiting from U.S presence in the world.

It looks to me the before congress pass policy about internet to rural parts of America, they should be looking at the problems of the internet. There is a lawless ness in cyber space that nobody is do anything about, you online data (name, address, income, job, banking, credit, friends, family, habits, shopping, etcetera) this gives me great alarm to privacy concerns.
The only real way of fixing the problem is a policy of ownership of data the priceable would be the person/government with
parties that would consist of primary software relationship, secondary transportation of data, and marketing of data. This
could pay in to or be a part of social security funding, this would give domain over data and make it taxable solving some
problems with lawless cyber space.

This is a big problem causing millions of dollars to be stolen from hard working middle class Americans that congress has
left behind to hang on to something wrong because there is nothing to hold on to that is right so what ells are “We the People” supposed to do. I have had fake website populate my Search Engine Post/listing like LinkedIn for [A-1] ten years fake
accounts with my name, And One listing In Deutsch, I have asked, and complained to whom would be concerned nothing
nobody is taking care of business. Network Solution is a company that is using its relationship maintaining Palm Beach
county servers to spamdexing and cause me finical harm. [B-2] The company is involved in e-mail spamming, spoofing,
spamdexing, smurfing this has been go on for fifteen years. I have complained about the process of the complaint, and get
bullied with ever more spam, most people stop putting up with the bulling then your option is take it or complain more so
there is tit for tat with no way to stop it. I have some others spamdexing like nation state that no business spying on American citizens or the GOP/nationbuilder.com spamming this one [C-3] witch I have nothing to do with and have asked to be
removed from them spamdexing my search engine listing.
The internet over the last two years has become untrust worthy, who knows what is behind the website in your search engine search term, is the site real, does it a malware, is the information real not fake, what nation state is using the site to spy,
or some creepy criminal around the corner from you. I am not the only one to have this going day to day, it`s government
responsibility to keep the people of America safe from foreign government, and domestic threats.

Our forefathers gave us a system of governing America that has the ability to expand and contract to the needs of all of us.
Congress has a duty to keep their role for America according to the constitution and any new policy passed by Congress
should all ways keeping in mind what our forefathers thoughts were. In my 50 years on this earth I have seen a lot of doing, and undoing every four to eight years.

This looks to me like a standstill no progress into the future nor into the past just waves slapping back and forth against
the left back over to the right, this makes it extremely hard to change the future path of America. It does not look like
anybody in Congress is listening to the American people, Congress thinks they know better than the general public, years
ago I would that is true, but now most of congress is not a smarter than a freshman in high school, if you disagree with
me look at who the president is now. Seven years of republican party complaining about AHCA you would think they
would have a good plan, not at all. So, what is the rest of the non-plan the GOP is working on, and what back alley deal
are they making with corporations today distorting our future with no thought for a thing, just stone-cold money. To me
splitting the republican party into two would give government a three-party system that is what the fathers of America
wanted to see in the future of this great country.
There are so much that has been touched by multination corporation that do not have America in mind lobbying congress for inside control with the blackest hart, greed pouring out of the ears, and criminal intent. If you do not believe the
last statement then why are American the fattest nation on earth, that is directly from the government daily allowance of
food intake, filled with carbs, and harm full sugars this food pyramid was back by large companies that no responsibility
for health care even though there products cause diabetes with a slow pain full death, Where is congress who knows better than the general public that a diet like the food pyramid is bad for Americans, who did congress sell out and who did
congress let down. Now congress has deemed that fats, and salt are bad for you because the pharmacy companies find the
both can affect how the drug works even when placebo was the same. Where is congress now that you have drugs being
used experimentally on the general public, with no concern only profit to the death of the people congress is to protect.
Now in both house and senate talk about new policy to deal with congress I know better than your attitude about persons
addicted to pain killers, and the war on drugs that has not produced the end of drugs nor has it kept the prisons empty
it has done the opposite filling jails with addicts giving no room for harm full individuals out in to the public putting out
society because congress knows better. Now congress has a problem that was passed by congress just like the food pyramid you have the drug pyramid where pharmaceuticals companies sell at a high price opiates drugs for pain when there
are other medications like medical cannabis, but no congress knows better so if congress knows better then why is so
much of America is feeling put out by government.
I have been living in Vancouver, Washington for about eight years I have had to move to low income housing now cost
of living has gone up, but yet I am living off someone’s car payment for the month, trying hard to get back on my feet,
and support myself I find it imposable to get somewhere. Three-gun shots just right out side my door, the non-low income place I used to and live never had gun fire also the foreign country’s I lived in never had gun fire by my door. I will
fight for my second amendment to the death, but congress knows better. Probation did not work for alcohol, and it is not
working for the war on drugs, but congress knows better. I as an American am embarrassed of the hole GOP party that
has caused world, and rethink the last seventy years, what a mess.
Sincerely,

Loring Brister
2805 NE 138th AVE #6 | +1 (360) 513 8442 | loringbrister@hotmail.com
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